


A Note from the Director . . .
The strength of the pack is the wolf, and the strength of the wolf is the pack. I,
as the wolf (director), could not have done this show without my “pack.” The

kids, the parents, my family, my staff, and crew. They are all part of what
made this show what it is! When KVTA decided to do a straight play in the

black box for our youth, I was hesitant to put my name in. I always said I
would never direct a show where the characters were animals! The joke is on
me! Once I decided to go on this jungle journey, I really got immersed in it. We

figured out how to make the room look like a jungle and how to make the
animals have human characteristics. This experience has truly been a joy.

When taking on a jungle journey nothing is so important as having a team you
can trust. Thanks to Sharla, Erin, Debbie, Mark, Beth, Kayla, Robin H., Carly,

Carrie, Robin B., Dana and Joel. I put my trust in you and was never
disappointed. I sincerely hope you, the audience, enjoyed your journey into

our jungle and I hope you find your pack to help you along the way.

Paula Sutter
KVTA Thanks

for their support this season!
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Setting: A forest in India

Prologue

Scene 1:....................................................................................................................…………Opening

Scene 2:..........................................................................................................Mowgli's Adoption

Scene 3:...............................................................................................Lessons from Bagheera

Scene 4:.....................................................................................................................Water Truce

Scene 5:.................................................................................................Meeting Kaa and Baloo

Scene 6:.........................................................................................................................Bandar-log

Scene 7:...............................................................................................................The Man Village

Scene 8:........................................................................................................................Peace Rock

Finale:........................................................................................................................................Bows

Scene Synopsis



Birchi - Storyteller…………………………………………………………….............................................................…………….. Melaina Hall
Mao - Storyteller……………………………………………………………...............................................................……………..  Ella Nitschke
Ferao - Storyteller…………………...........................................................………………………………………………………... Jackson Day*
Mang - Storyteller……………………………………………...............................................................…………………………… Cole Pilbeam
Tabaqui - Storyteller……...........................................................………………………………………………………………………..Kylie Veit*
Mysa - Storyteller……………………………………….........................................................………………………………… Kaitlyn Kenney*
Rudyard Kipling…………………......................................................…………………………………………………. Margot Mau-Bridges
Man Father/Chil………………………………………..............................................................……………………………………. Harper Case*
Man Mother………………………………………………………….................................................................…………………….. Naimah Mans*
Mowgli…………………………………………………………………….....................................................................………………… Liam Johnson
Bagheera…......................................................................…………………………………………………………………………………... Emma Day*
Shere Khan………………………………....................................................................…………………………………………………….. Lily James
Baloo…………………………………………………………………………........................................................................………………  Kiera Jones*
Ikki………………………………….......................................................................……………………………………………………….. Haley O’Keefe
Chikoo………………………………………………………………...................................................................………………… Zoey Christensen*
Akela - Wolf Father……………………………………..........................................................…………………………………... Andrew Bush
Raksha - Wolf Mother……………………………………………………………...................................................……. Adrianna Udstuen
Gray Brother - Wolf Cub.…………......................................................………………………………………………………….. Austin Lyle*
Scout - Wolf Cub……………………………………………….............................................................……………………………. Noah Parpart
Hunter - Wolf Cub…………………………………………………….......................................................……………….. Adelynn Udstuen*
Luna - Wolf Cub…………………………………………...........................................................……………………………….. Hope Brammer
Bala - Wolf Cub……………………………………………...........................................................……………………………. Audrey McPhail*
Hathi - Adult Elephant………………………………........................................................…………………………………….. Evelin Torres*
Babar - Hathi Calf.…………………………………………………………….........................................................………… Hadley Kirkland*
Ella - Hathi Calf………………………………................................................................……………………………………………... Margie Hess
Ada - Hathi Calf………………………………………………............................................................……………………… Penelope Bentley*
Janu - Hathi Calf……………………………………………………………................................................................…………………. Kirby Veit*
Zola - Hathi Calf………………………………………………………................................................................……………………… Kylie Kothe
Golden Queen…………………………………………………………………..............................................................…………... Lillian Longtin
Jago - Monkey………………………………................................................................…………………………………………….. Sophie Powell
Oriel - Monkey……………………………………………………………................................................................…………………… Bailey Veit*
Carr - Monkey……………………………………………….................................................................…………………………………. Kara Settle
Kiki - Monkey…............................................................………………………………………………………………………... Eleanor Guastalli
Milo - Monkey……………………………..............................................................……………………………………………… Ashton Lamont*
Lolo - Monkey…………………………………………………………............................................................……………….. Margot Guastalli*
Kaa……………………….....................................................................………………………………………………………………… Tatum Kirkland
Nangir 1 - Puppeteer………..………………….............................................................………………………………………………Emily Lyle* 
Nangir 2 - Puppeteer………………………..………………………………............................................................…………………Mary Kunz
Darzow 1 - Puppeteer……………………...........................................................…………..…………………………………….Aubrey Wosz 
Darzow 2 - Puppeteer…………………………..……………………......................................................………………….Quinlin Kirkland

Cast 
* denotes first time in a Kankakee Valley Theatre Association production 



Penelope Bentley (Ada - Hathi Calf) The daughter of Elizabeth James and Dylan
Bentley, Penelope is a second grader at Bradley East. She recently played “Penelope “
in Acting Out Theatre Co’s The Ghosts of Salem. Penelope adds, “I want to thank my
mom for getting me into this wonderful thing called theatre”.  

Hope Brammer (Luna - Wolf Cub) Hope is the daughter of Steve and Renee
Brammer of Bourbonnais and is in the 8th grade at St. Paul’s Lutheran School. Hope’s
favorite role was playing Grace in KVTA’s 2018 production of Junie B. Jones JR. Hope
states, “I'd like to thank the directors for the opportunity to be in this show. It has been
a lot of fun sharing this experience with three of my St. Paul's friends.”  

Andrew Bush (Akela - Wolf Father) A resident of Bourbonnais, Andrew is the son
of Allison and Greg Bush and is in the 6th grade at Liberty Intermediate School. Most
recently, Andrew was cast as John Northbrook in the 2022 KVTA production of
Disney and Cameron Mackintosh's Mary Poppins JR. Andrew says, “Thank you to my
family for always encouraging and supporting me!”  

Harper Case (Man Father/Chil) Harper, the son of Stephen and Christine Case of
Kankakee, is a student at Kennedy Middle School. He recently played Napoleon in
Kankakee School District's 2022 summer production of The Aristocats. Harper states,
“I'm having so much fun in this show. Thank you to my family for their support and
to Mrs. Hall for driving me around!” 

Zoey Christensen (Chikoo) Zoey is the daughter of Scott and Sara Christensen of
Kankakee and attends Taft Elementary School. She has previously enjoyed acting in
church musicals. Zoey gives thanks “To my family for helping me, Ms. Shannon for
helping me with music, and Ms. Paula for casting me.”

Emma Day (Bagheera) The daughter of Heather and Robert Day of Bourbonnais,
Emma is a Sophomore at BBCHS. Emma has previously participated in 3 years of the
KVTA summer camp. Emma adds, “I would like to thank my parents for supporting
me in everything I do.”

Meet the Cast



Meet the Cast
Jackson Day (Ferao - Storyteller) A 5th grader at St. George Elementary School,
Jackson is the son of Robert and Heather Day of Bourbonnais. Jackson was
previously seen in the 2022 KVTA Summer Camp We Will Rock You. Jackson states, “I
would like to thank the directors for casting me in this show and my family for
supporting me.”  

Eleanor Guastalli (Kiki - Monkey) Eleanor is the daughter of Nick and Sarah
Guastalli of Kankakee and is a Homeschooled 2nd grader. Eleanor states, “This is my
3rd show. I love it and I’m not slowing down! I’d like to thank my parents. I’d also like
to thank Miss Paula for directing a great show. Ooo ooo ahh ahh!!!”  

Margot Guastalli (Lolo - Monkey) The daughter of Nick and Sarah Guastalli of
Kankakee,  Margot is a Homeschooled kindergartner. Margot exclaims, “This is my
first play! I’m thanking my dad for driving me to practice and my mom for watching
the other kids while he’s gone. I’m having a lot of fun in my first play!” 

Melaina Hall (Birchi - Storyteller) Melaina is a 6th grader at King Middle School
and is the daughter of Dan and Kim Hall of Kankakee. One of her favorite roles was
portraying Young Elsa in KVTA's Frozen JR. Melaina adds, “Thank you to Miss Paula
for letting me have this opportunity and thank you to my parents for their support.
Thank you to the Case family for carpooling!”  

Margie  Hess (Ella - Hathi Calf) The daughter of Jason and Cathy Hess of New
Lenox, Margie is in the 4th Grade. She portrayed Gracie Shinn in the 2021 KVTA
production of The Music Man. Margie states, “I really enjoy singing and dancing and
am excited to be in my 1st junior production. I would like to thank my family and
friends for all their love and support.”

Lily James (Shere Khan) Lily is the daughter of Dana and Kayla James of Kankakee
and attends LCC Montessori School. She was previously seen as a Scribe in KVTA’s
Beast of Gevaudan. Lily adds, “I would like to thank my parents & sisters for the
encouragement & support that they gave me. Thank you to Ms. Paula for helping
throughout this wonderful journey.” 



Meet the Cast
Liam Johnson (Mowgli) Liam is a 6th grader at Bishop McNamara and the son of
Dan and Jen Johnson of Bourbonnais. Liam was previously seen as a Penguin in
KVTA’s production of Disney and Cameron Mackintosh's Mary Poppins JR in 2022.
Liam says, “Thank you to Mrs. Paula and Mrs. Debbie for always making these shows
so much fun!”  

Kiera Jones (Baloo) Kiera is the daughter of Jacqueline Jones of St. Anne and is in
the 7th grade. In 2022, she was previously seen as "Drake" in her school production of
Annie. We are excited to see Kiera in her first production with KVTA!  

Kaitlyn Kenney (Mysa - Storyteller) A resident of Bourbonnais, Kaitlyn is the
daughter of Rob and Lisa Kenney and is in the 8th grade at St Paul’s Lutheran School.
She has previously performed in productions at St Paul’s Lutheran School. Kaitlyn
states, “Thank you KVTA for giving me the opportunity to be involved in this
production and to meet new friends!” 

Quinlin Kirkland (Darzow 2 - Puppeteer) The daughter of Zach and Sarah
Kirkland of Kankakee, Quinlan attends St. Anne Grade School. She recently
portrayed Killer Queen in KVTA’s 2022 summer camp We Will Rock You. Quinlan
says, “I have enjoyed my time in The Jungle Book! Thank you Mom and Dad for your
continued support and encouragement as my love for theater continues to grow!” 

Hadley Kirkland (Babar - Hathi Calf) Hadley is the daughter of Zach and Sarah
Kirkland of Kankakee and attends St. Anne Grade School. Hadley exclaims, “This is
my first production to be a part of! I love being in The Jungle Book! It is fun being an
elephant. Thanks to my parents for always supporting me!” 

Tatum Kirkland (Kaa) A resident of Kankakee, Tatum is the daughter of Zach and
Sarah Kirkland and she attends St. Anne Grade School. Tatum recently played the
role of Khashoggi in KVTA’s 2022 summer camp We Will Rock You. Tatum states, “I
have loved playing the role of Kaa! Thank you to my sisters, who are both in the play,
for all of your support. I have had so much fun with both of you!”



Meet the Cast
Kylee Kothe (Zola - Hathi Calf) The daughter of Paul and Stacy Kothe of
Bourbonnais, Kylee is in the 4th grade at Liberty Intermediate School. She was
recently seen in KVTA's Beauty and the Beast JR.  Kylee adds, “I want to say thanks to
my parents for supporting me and letting me be in the play. And I thank Ms. Paula
and staff for giving me the part of a Hathi Calf.”  

Mary Alice Kunz (Nangir 2 - Puppeteer) An 8th grader at St. Paul’s Lutheran
School, Mary Alice is the daughter of Ben & Kate Kunz of Bourbonnais. She most
recently appeared as a banker and member of the ensemble in KVTA’s production of
Disney and Cameron Mackintosh's Mary Poppins JR. Mary is thankful for this
opportunity to puppeteer, if that is a verb… or to puppet here. Welcome to the jungle! 

Ashton Lamont (Milo - Monkey) Ashton is the son of Katie and Rob Lamont of
Bourbonnais and is a second grader at St. George School. Ashton says, “Thank you to
all the staff involved in this production. I am loving this experience!!” 

Lillian Longtin (Golden Queen) Lillian, an 8th grader at Bourbonnais Upper Grade
Center, is the daughter of Hollie White and Tony Longtin. She was previously seen in
the ensemble of KVTA’s 2021 summer camp, Seussical JR. Lillian adds, “Thanks to my
parents for always supporting me!” 

Austin Lyle (Grey Brother - Wolf Cub) A 5th grader at Liberty Intermediate
School, Austin is the son of Jeremy and Tracy Lyle of Bourbonnais. Austin exclaims,
”I am excited for my first time to perform on the stage!” 

Emily Lyle (Nangir 1 - Puppeteer) The daughter of Tracy and Jeremy Lyle of
Bourbonnais, Emily is a Freshman at BBCHS. Emily says, “Thanks to my brother for
doing this with me and my parents for being willing to spend 20 hours on this for us.”

Naimah Mans (Man Mother) Naimah is the daughter of Tarsha Miller-Mans of
Kankakee and is a 7th grade homeschooler. Naimah states, “I am so thankful and
excited to be in this play and I would like to thank my mother for helping me get into
this play and prepare for the final production.”



Meet the Cast
Margot Mau-Bridges (Rudyard Kipling) Margot, a 7th grader at Montessori Fine
Arts School, is the daughter of Carra Mau-Bridges and Jesse Bridges of Kankakee.
One of Margot’s favorite roles was being in the ensemble of KVTA's 2021 production
of Beauty and the Beast JR. Margot adds, “Thanks to everyone who made this show
possible, including you, audience member.” 

Audrey McPhail (Bala - Wolf Cub) A 7th grader from Kankakee, Audrey is the
daughter of Chris and Kim McPhail. She recently portrayed Beauty in Kennedy
Middle School’s 2022 production of The Princess Capers. Audrey states, “I started
performing in 3rd grade as a small little flower in Alice in Wonderland. I have loved
theater ever since.” 

Ella Nitschke (Mao - Storyteller) The daughter of Rebecca Nitschke of Kankakee,
Ella is an 8th grader at Grace Christian Academy. She was previously seen as a River
City kid in the 2021 KVTA production of The Music Man. Ella says thank you, “To my
mother for helping me and taking me to each practice and to my grandparents for
supporting me.”  

Haley O'Keefe (Ikki) Haley, an 8th grader at St. Paul’s Lutheran School, is the
daughter of Amanda and Matthew O'Keefe of Bourbonnais. Most recently, Haley
portrayed a Chimney Sweep in KVTA’s 2022 production of Disney and Cameron
Mackintosh's Mary Poppins JR. Haley adds, “I would like to thank my parents for
bringing me to rehearsals and encouraging me to do my best. I would also like to
thank my directors for casting me.” 

Noah Parpart (Scout - Wolf Cub) Noah is the son of Shawn and Tiffany Parpart of
Manteno and is a student at Grace Christian Academy. Most recently, Noah
portrayed Michael in KVTA’s 2022 production of Disney and Cameron Mackintosh's
Mary Poppins JR. Noah states, “Thank you to KVTA for always being such a great
experience!” 



Meet the Cast
Cole Pilbeam (Mang - Storyteller) Cole is a 5th grader and the son of Mike and
Megan Pilbeam of Manteno. He was recently seen in the 2022 KVTA production of
Disney and Cameron Mackintosh's Mary Poppins JR. Cole says, “Special thanks to all
the directors and staff at KVTA for all their time and support in making theater so
fun!”  

Sophie Powell (Jago - Monkey) The daughter of Zach and Becky Powell of
Kankakee, Sophie is a 7th grader at Bishop McNamara. She was previously seen in
KVTA’s 2022 production of Disney and Cameron Mackintosh's Mary Poppins JR.
Sophie adds, “I want to thank my mom, dad, family, friends, cast members, and KVTA
staff for all they do to support me.”  

Kara Settle (Kaar - Monkey) A resident of Bourbonnais, Kara is the daughter of Bre
and Sam Settle. She attends Liberty Intermediate School. Kara was previously seen as
a Teacup/Villager in KVTA's Beauty and the Beast JR.  

Evelin Torres (Hathi - Adult Elephant) Evelin is in the 10th grade at Manteno High
School and this is her first production with KVTA!  Evelin says, “Thank you to Sierra
and Sheila for helping me reach one of my goals to be in a drama. This is a dream
coming true for me.” 
 
Adelynn Udstuen (Hunter - Wolf Cub) Adelynn is the daughter of Mike and Katie
Udstuen of Monee and attends Peotone Intermediate Center. Adelynn previously
played the part of Mowgli in Peotone Intermediate Center’s Jungle Book JR. Adelynn
states, “I would like to thank my family. I love them very much.” 

Adrianna Udstuen (Raksha - Wolf Mother) The daughter of Mike and Katie
Udstuen, Adrianna is a resident of Monee and attends Peotone Junior High School.
She was recently seen as a Napkin/Villager in KVTA’s 2021 production of Beauty and
the Beast JR. Adrianna says, “I would like to thank my family for supporting me. I’m
excited to be in a show with my sister! I’d also like to thank the directors and my choir
teacher.” 



Meet the Cast
Kylie Veit (Tabaqui - Storyteller) Kylie is an 8th grader at Bourbonnais Upper
Grade Center and is the daughter of Kristian and Beth Veit of Bourbonnais. She was
previously seen in KVTA’s 2022 summer camp production of We Will Rock You.
Kylie adds, “I would like to thank my family and friends for being so supportive and
excited for me! I am thrilled to be part of this production!” 

Bailey Veit (Oriel - Monkey) Bailey is the daughter of Kristian and Beth Veit of
Bourbonnais and is in the 6th grade at Liberty Intermediate School. Bailey states, “I
would like to thank my parents for helping me out through this and my siblings
(Kylie and Kirby) for encouraging me to try out!”  

Kirby Veit (Janu - Hathi Calf) The daughter of Kristian and Beth Veit of
Bourbonnais, Kirby is a 2nd grader at Alan B. Shepard Elementary School. Kirby
says, “This is my first play ever and I am happy to be a Hathi Calf!”  

Aubrey Wosz (Darzow 1 - Puppeteer) A student at Kankakee Junior High School,
Aubrey is the daughter of Jim and Shanon Wosz of Kankakee. She portrayed Mad
Cat in the 2022 Kankakee High School Summer Camp production of Aristocrats JR.
Aubrey adds, “I would like to thank my friends and family for supporting me and
encouraging me to join the theatre community.”

Thank you to our subscribers.
We are beyond grateful for

your support!  
 

Click here to view a list of our subscribers.

http://kvta.org/subscribers


Production Staff
Director……………………………………...............................………………………………………………...Paula Sutter
Assistant Director……………………………………………….....................…………………..Sharla Ronchetto
Co-Production Coordinators..……….…………………..………...Heather Crooks, Kimberly Hall
Vocal Assistant………………………………………………………….......................……………..Carrie Chaparro
Dance Assistant…………………………………………………………………........................……...Carly Carrigan
Costumer………………………………………………………………….............................……………...Debbie Emling

Jeanne Brown, Cara Mau-Bridges, Megan Pilbeam, Paula Sutter, Jill Zugg
Parents/Guardians of The Jungle Book Cast Members

Set Builder………………………..............................…………………………………………………………..Mark Sutter
Set Decorator………………………............................……………………………………………………...Erin Thomas

Brandon & Rebecca Cantrell, Heather Day, Nick Guastalli, Sarah Kirkland, Tracy Lyle, Kim
McPhail, Tarsha Miller-Mans, Becky Powell,  Bre Settle, Katie Udstuen, Jim & Brody Wosz 

Make-Up………………………………………………......................………………………...Robin Tober-Betourne
                                                          Carly Carrigan, Elizabeth James, Sarah Kirkland, Bre Settle,

Parents/Guardians of The Jungle Book Cast Members

Properties………………………………...............................……………………………………………………Robin Haug
Stage Manager…………………………………………………….............................…………………………Beth Sutter

Kayla James, Parents/Guardians of The Jungle Book Cast Members

Box Office…………………………….............................……………………………………………………..Tricia Kohan
House………………………………………………………………................................……………………Heather Crooks

Kimberly Hall

Split-the-Pot……………………………………..............................…………………………………………….Jim Kravat
Kid Patrol……………………………………………………………………...........................…………..Tiffany Parpart

                                                                         Parents/Guardians of The Jungle Book Cast Members

School Reservations…………………………….......................…………………………….……….Jeff Schneider
Ami Crane 

Stage Door Lounge…………………………....................……………………………………………………....Pat Ward
Programs ……………………………………………………………...............................……………….… Kimberly Hall

Heather Crooks, Kayla James, Courtney Stephens, Paula Sutter 

Publicity …...………………...........................………………………………………………………… Sharla Ronchetto
Debbie Emling, Stephen Menard, Grant Sparenberg, Courtney Stephens 

Lights …………………………………………..................................……………………………………....… Joel Knapper
Sound ……………………………… Main Street Music Production ~ Kevin Norden, Dan Lesch

Dana James



Meet the Production Staff
Paula Sutter (Director) Paula and her husband Mark live in Bonfield. Her family
includes children Beth and Josh, daughter-in-law Amanda, and granddaughters
Adelaide and Veda. This is the 28th show Paula has directed for KVTA. Paula states,
“Thank you to my family, staff and parents of the actors. This show was a team effort
and I appreciated all your help and support in the jungle!”  

Sharla Ronchetto (Assistant Director) Sharla is married to Greg and is a resident
of Bourbonnais. Her children are Kyle and Kayla. Sharla is freshly retired from
teaching high school Spanish and Theatre. Previously, Sharla played the role of
Matilda in KVTA’s 2012 production of All Shook Up as well as being the stage
manager for many YPT shows. Sharla says, “Thank you to Paula for entrusting me to
be her assistant and offering me the opportunity to enter the exciting world of
directing for KVTA!”  

Carly Carrigan (Dance Assistant) Carly is a resident of Bourbonnais and a Senior
at Bradley Bourbonnais Community High School. Most recently, Carly portrayed a
Chimney Sweep and Katie Nanna in KVTA’s production of Disney and Cameron
Mackintosh's Mary Poppins JR in 2022. Carly would like to thank Paula and the KVTA
board for this amazing opportunity to start Choreographing! 

Heather Crooks (Co-Production Coordinator) A resident of Bradley, Heather is a
Band Director in the Bourbonnais Elementary 53 District. This is Heather’s 6th show
as Production Coordinator. Heather says, “Thank you to a fantastic cast and staff for
making this play come to life!” 

Kimberly Hall (Co-Production Coordinator) Kimberly and her husband Dan live
in Kankakee with their children Holden and Melaina. She is a physical therapist and
the Director of Rehabilitation Services at Ascension St. Mary’s Hospital. Kim adds,”
Thank you to Heather Crooks for being a fantastic Program and Production
Coordinator mentor!



Meet the Production Staff
Debbie Emling (Costumer) Debbie is from Herscher,  and she's married to Kevin.
She is the mother of Stephanie (Jake), Devlin, and Jordan (Andrew). Her
grandchildren are Hudson, Haven, and Kynnleigh. Debbie is currently in the process
of moving to Cape Coral, FL so she is spending time packing to sell their house here.
Debbie shares, “In the past 25+ years you could find me on the Board of Directors, on
stage, directing, running summer camp, and working on many productions! I loved
being creative with costuming for this play! Paula is always a dream to work with
and the talented cast helped the costumes come to life & look fabulous!” 

Robin Haug (Props) Robin is a resident of Bourbonnais. She states, “While I have
enjoyed being on stage for some fun KVTA productions, I truly enjoy being behind
the scenes working on props just as much! Thanks to all of you who come out and
support our productions.”  

Beth Sutter (Stage Manager/ "Safari Guide") Beth is a resident of Bonfield and is
employed by Applied Systems. One of her many roles was the Assistant Director for
KVTA’s 2021 production of Beauty and the Beast JR. Beth says, “Thanks to all who
have helped in any way for this show. We are all volunteers and it takes a village!”  

Mark Sutter (Set Builder) Mark and his wife Paula live in Bonfield and their
children are Beth and Josh. Mark has built many sets for KVTA shows and states,
“Thanks to the set designer and helpers who made the set look awesome.”

Erin Thomas (Set Decorator) Erin lives in Bourbonnais with her husband Michael
and children Vince and Ezra Soper. She is employed at the Kankakee South KOA.
Erin has worked on props and sets for several KVTA shows, most recently props for
Peter and the Starcatcher. Erin adds,”Thank you to my family for holding down the
fort while I spend even more time away from home during what is already my
busiest time of the year.” 

Robin Tober-Betourne (Make-up) Robin is a resident of Bourbonnais and is married
to Steve. Robin’s previous roles with KVTA are “Too many to mention!” Robin states,
“It’s great to be back on staff and working with Paula. Thanks for the opportunity to
work in a new role.”
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Special thanks to those who made donations or volunteered after the program
was completed.
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Cash gifts - every dollar makes a difference, so please give what you can.
Matching gifts - double or triple the value of your gift! Please contact your human resources or
corporate giving department to learn about your employer’s matching gift policy. 
Stock gifts - we gladly accept gifts of appreciated stock, an option that gives you a tax write-off
while saving you capital gains tax.
Planned giving - consider remembering KVTA in your will or leave a legacy for the future by
including KVTA in an estate plan.

Why Support KVTA?
The vitality of a community is determined by its cultural resources. KVTA strives for

excellence. Like all other organizations, KVTA depends on support from the
community to achieve this excellence. KVTA is a volunteer, community-driven

organization. It takes many volunteers and many, many, man hours to produce one
show. In our production season, we stage five regular season shows and more often

than not, a summer production or a theatre camp for the local youth. 

How can YOU make a difference?



TICKETS:
6 for $5

Arm’s Length for $10

The winning split-the-pot
ticket will be announced at

the conclusion of the show. 

Visit our website to learn more about our upcoming
auditions for Jesus Christ Superstar! Auditions will be posted

soon for Moana JR and In the Heights, as well!

WHAT'S

THE

BUZZ?

AUDITIONS
NOVEMBER29
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This program is partially supported by a grant from the Illinois
Arts Council Agency through federal funds provided by the

National Endowment for the Arts.
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